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1 INTRODUCTION  
Today, businesses need to manage and control unprecedented complexity, speed and volume of their 
data. To succeed, they must find ways to manage this big data affordably, while extracting greater 
business insights from it. They need to gain competitive advantage, innovate, serve their customers 
better, and increase revenue. They must also find a way to manage their rapidly expanding data 
growth sustainably while finding new ways to get the most possible value from their data.    
 
NetApp and IBM have extended their partnership to develop a reference architecture to help 
businesses get control over their data, meet tight SLAs around their data applications, and turn data-
driven insight into effective action. This reference architecture is built on Hadoop, a powerful, open big 
data platform that offers the flexibility and scale you need for the long-term.    
 
NetApp’s big-analytics storage solutions deliver the capabilities for ingesting, storing, and managing 
large datasets with high reliability. IBM BigInsights provides an innovative analytics platform that 
processes and analyzes all types of data to turn large complex data into insight. 
 
The NetApp-IBM Hadoop combination delivers “big analytics” with:  
 

• Quick insights from unstructured, polystructured and structured data with ready to deploy 
integrated hardware stack and pre-built queries for instant analysis   

• Resilient implementation of Hadoop for the enterprise with lower downtime, higher data 
availability, all of which reduces risk of deploying Hadoop  

• Cost effective with higher storage efficiencies, lower operational expenses, and full set of 
services 

NetApp and IBM have collaborated to deliver a unique Hadoop reference design that firms in any 
industry can deploy for business advantage.     

 

1.1 MEETING THE CHALLENGE OF BIG DATA ANALYTICS WITH IBM INFOSPHERE 
BIGINSIGHTS 

THE VALUE OF THE IBM INFOSPHERE BIGINSIGHTS ANALYTICS  
The IBM InfoSphere BigInsights software platform helps firms discover and analyze business insights 
hidden in large volumes of a diverse range of data – data that is often ignored or discarded because it 
is too impractical or difficult to process using traditional means. Examples include log records, click 
streams, social media data, news feeds, emails, electronic sensor output, and even some 
transactional data. To help organizations process these and other forms of data that are increasing in 
volume, variety, and velocity, IBM developed BigInsights, a software platform that includes the open 
source Hadoop framework from Apache.  

ANALYSIS AND DISCOVERY 
BigInsights helps firms analyze large volumes of document and message content with its built-in text 
processing engine and library of annotators. Developers can quickly query and identify items of 
interest – such as persons, email addresses, street addresses, phone numbers, URLs, and business 
alliances – to understand the context and content of relevant business information hidden in 
unstructured text data. 

In addition, programmers can use the BigInsights Eclipse-based plug-in to create their own text 
analytic functions. Built-in pattern discovery, expression builders, and a test environment promote 
rapid prototyping and validation of custom text annotators. 
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To help business analysts and non-programmers benefit from big data, BigInsights provides a 
spreadsheet-like discovery and visualization facility. Through the BigInsights Web console, users can 
collect and integrate a variety of data into a spreadsheet structure, explore and manipulate that data 
using built-in functions and macros, create charts, and export the results, if desired. 

The Web console also features a catalog of applications that authorized users can launch immediately 
or schedule for future execution. IBM provides pre-built "apps" for Web crawling, importing and 
exporting data, accessing a public forum search engine, querying BigInsights data, and performing 
other work. Users can also publish their own applications in this catalog. 

ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE INTEGRATION 
Integrating BigInsights – and its analysis of big data – with existing enterprise software is one of IBM’s 
key initiatives. That’s why BigInsights provides connectivity to popular data warehouse platforms, 
including DB2, Netezza, and non-IBM offerings. As a result, BigInsights developers can join reference 
data from a relational database with data managed by BigInsights to refine and expand their analysis. 

IBM’s approach ensures that your big data and traditional enterprise data won’t exist in isolation. 
Instead, you can use your existing enterprise software platforms to do what they do best: leverage 
BigInsights for analytical workloads that aren’t appropriate or practical for these platforms, and 
broaden your business analysis capabilities in an integrated fashion. 

Using technologies such as Hadoop MapReduce, data analytics can process very large amounts of 
both structured and unstructured data. In contrast, the traditional relational database (RDB) with 
structured data is a different tool for a different job. Relational databases are designed for many 
concurrent users, with many small transactions (such as inventory events, reservations, and 
banking), with all of the related Structured Query Language (SQL), table, row, column, and join 
design assumptions. Hadoop and RDB solutions can (and often do) work together in commercial 
tasks to reduce an ever-expanding ocean of data into useful information. 
 
The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop was designed to meet several (often conflicting) technical and 
market demands. The enterprise Hadoop ecosystem is a hybrid of open source and enterprise 
sensibilities, and many aspects of this solution take its hybrid nature into account.   
 
Hadoop has its origins in distributed computing. This form of computing divides the dataset into 
thousands of pieces that can be analyzed without intervention from any of the other pieces. This 
programming or computing style is often called shared nothing, and shared-nothing programs run 
best on hardware platforms that also share little or nothing. 
 
The “divide and conquer” strategy of distributed computing is not new to enterprise customers. A 
relational database management system (RDBMS) such as Oracle® or DB2 has used parallel 
technology to parallelize the scanning of large tables to satisfy a particular class of queries. This 
technology parallelizes the scan, filters and sorts the intermediate results, and merges them into a 
query result set that is returned to the user. What they care about is time. Hadoop uses map (filter 
and sort) and reduce (merge) to accomplish the same effect. 
 
The two components of Hadoop are MapReduce and the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). 
MapReduce, as already discussed, is the Hadoop framework for parallel processing. HDFS is the 
distributed file system that provides petabyte-size storage and data management. 
 

1.2 HADOOP DISTRIBUTED FILE SYSTEM 
HDFS is optimized to support very large files that typically range in size from megabytes to petabytes. 
It’s better to have a relatively modest number of these large files than to have a large number of 
smaller files.    
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HDFS is designed for streaming data access. At load time, HDFS automatically spreads data across 
nodes in the cluster to facilitate parallel processing of that data at read time. Unlike many traditional 
file systems, HDFS is designed to minimize the time required to read an entire data set rather than the 
time required to read the first record or a small subset of the data. Thus, HDFS isn’t suitable for 
applications that require low-latency data access; instead, it’s designed to provide efficient, batch 
access to large volumes of data. HDFS has a simple concurrency model that presumes data will be 
written once (by one writer) and read many times by various applications. There is no support for 
multiple concurrent writers or for updating a subset of data at an arbitrary point within a file. 
  
HDFS was designed to provide fault tolerance for Hadoop. By default, data blocks (i.e., portions of a 
file) are replicated across multiple nodes at load or write time. The degree of replication is 
configurable; the default replication is three. Replication protects the data and helps Hadoop recover 
from hardware failures that can periodically occur when using large clusters of low-cost commodity 
hardware.  
  
A traditional Hadoop cluster consists of a few basic components:  
• The NameNode, which manages the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) namespace.  
 
• The Checkpoint node, a secondary NameNode which manages the on-disk representation of 

the NameNode metadata.  
 
• The JobTracker node, which manages all jobs submitted to the Hadoop cluster and facilitates 

job and task scheduling.  
 
• Hundreds of slave nodes that provide both TaskTracker and DataNode functionality. These 

nodes perform all of the real work done by the cluster. As DataNodes, they store all of the data 
blocks that make up the file system, and they serve I/O requests. As TaskTrackers, they perform 
the job tasks assigned to them by the JobTracker.  

 
Since Hadoop is built on top of a distributed file system, HDFS, this arrangement allows every 
DataNode and TaskTracker node to see and access all data across the cluster. The NameNode 
houses and manages the metadata, so whenever a TaskTracker must read or write an HDFS block, 
the NameNode informs the TaskTracker where a block exists or where one should be written. 
 
HDFS is a feature-rich, integrated, and distributed file system that offers data protection, fault 
tolerance, and the ability to balance workloads. Data protection is implemented by using a cluster-
aware, software-based mirroring scheme. Unlike a classic triple hardware mirroring scheme, HDFS 
dynamically determines where a given block’s mirror block (replica) will be located. Another 
innovation of HDFS is that the mirroring scheme can be set on a file-by-file basis. The replication 
parameter is used to set the mirroring for a given file. The default practice in Hadoop is to set all data 
files to a replication count of three. Another innovation of HDFS is the ease with which the replication 
or mirroring level can be adjusted. To change the replication count of a file, you simply issue the 
hadoop fs –setrep command, and Hadoop schedules the additional copies or reclaims the space 
from mirror copies that are no longer used. 
 
Because HDFS is distributed, all data resides on individual DataNodes. If a DataNode or sections of 
the HDFS residing on a DataNode become inaccessible or corrupt, then actions are taken to redirect 
access to the affected data to one of the other copies, and to initiate repairs in the event of block 
corruption.  
 
HDFS can provide job completion in the face of hardware failures because copies of the data are 
located on other nodes. If a node or disks in a node fail where a portion of a MapReduce job (task or 
set of tasks) was running, the affected tasks are all relocated by the JobTracker to other nodes where 
the data does still exist and are then re-executed. In addition to data protection, HDFS mirroring 
ensures that MapReduce jobs complete successfully regardless of disk or node failures. Loss of 
service rarely involves the destruction of data, but HDFS handles both forms of loss. 
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1.3 TRIPLE-MIRROR TRADE-OFFS 
Although HDFS is distributed, feature rich, and flexible, there are both throughput and operational 
costs associated with server-based replication for ingest, redistribution of data following recovery of 
a failed DataNode, and space utilization.  
Costs of triple replication include:  
• For each usable terabyte (TB) of data, 3TB of raw capacity are required.  
 
• Server-based triple replication creates a significant load on the servers themselves. At the 

beginning of an ingest task, before any data blocks are actually written to a DataNode, the 
NameNode creates a list of DataNodes where all three of the first block replicas will be written, 
forming a pipeline and allocating blocks to those nodes. The first data block arrives over Ethernet; 
traverses the server Southbridge, Northbridge, and memory bus; and is written to RAM. After 
being passed to the storage drivers, the data then traverses back across the Northbridge and the 
Southbridge and is eventually written out to drives. That DataNode forwards the same block to 
the next node in the pipeline and the preceding procedure is repeated. Finally, this second 
DataNode sends the block to the third DataNode and the write to storage follows the same I/O 
path as previous writes. This results in a significant load on server resources.  

 
• Server-based triple replication also creates a significant load on the network. For ingest, three 

network trips are required to accomplish a single block write. All compete for and consume the 
same network, CPU, memory, and storage resources allocated to process the Hadoop analysis 
tasks. The NetApp solution can provide better reliability with double replication or needing only 
two copies of data.  

 
With the advent of more powerful entry-level servers, modern Hadoop clusters are evolving into a 
hybrid of symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) and massively parallel processing (MPP) supercomputing 
clusters. A typical low-cost DataNode now comes with 8 to 12 CPU cores, following a trend toward 
increased capability that is driven by Moore’s Law (which observes that the number of transistors on a 
given chip doubles approximately every two years) and by the highly competitive x64 server market. A 
cluster-wide MapReduce job might have 16 tasks running on each of 64 nodes. This modest cluster 
has a degree of parallelism of 1,024 (16 x 64). This is a core concept to Hadoop, so most customers 
quickly understand how much computing they can bring to bear on the analysis of their data. What 
they often overlook is the fact that this computing power can (and must) be used to load the data as 
well.  
 
Anything done to reduce the consumption of server and network resources during the loading of data 
increases cluster efficiency. 

1.4 WHEN DRIVES FAIL   
It is inevitable that the disk drives in a Hadoop cluster will fail at some point, and the larger the cluster, 
the more likely it is that a drive failure event will occur. Although most customers do not deploy 5,000-
node clusters, a cluster of this size could contain 60,000 disks. Even though means are not a good 
metric for drive failure, mean time between failure data suggests that a drive will fail every few hours in 
a 60,000-spindle deployment. In a modest cluster, the number of failures is much lower, but if one or 
more drives fail, the entire DataNode may be removed from service. At the very least, all tasks 
accessing data on that drive will fail and be reassigned to other DataNodes in the cluster. This in itself 
can result in severe degradation of completion time for running jobs. 
 
In addition to that, the drive must be physically replaced, mounted, partitioned, formatted, and 
reloaded with data from nearby copies before HDFS can make full use of that drive. Repopulating the 
new disk with data can be accomplished by using the Hadoop balancer, which redistributes HDFS 
data across all DataNodes, by moving blocks from over-utilized to under-utilized DataNodes. The 
balancer runs in the background and, by default, it copies only 1 MB/sec. That default copy rate can 
be modified by setting the dfs.balance.bandwidthPerSec property. Based on that setting, 
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The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop includes the following components: 
 
Hardware 

• Hadoop data storage array. One NetApp E2660 storage array serves data for four 
DataNodes. Using RAID 5, the storage array is able to protect the data and minimize the 
performance impact of disk drive failures.  

 
• Hadoop metadata storage. NetApp FAS2240 or other FAS2000 series storage array 

provides a NetApp Data ONTAP® grade of data protection for the NameNode and a single, 
unified repository for Linux, Hadoop, and other software (and scripts) to simplify deployment, 
updates, and maintenance.   

Software 
• NFS license for FAS2000 series storage system  
• Hadoop distribution included in IBM InfoSphere BigInsights 

 

1.6 BENEFITS OF THE NETAPP IBM INFOSPHERE BIGINSIGHTS SOLUTION  
The core benefit of the NetApp storage and IBM BigInsights combination is an enterprise-grade 
HDFS platform for implementing Hadoop that quickly and easily converts all their types of data into 
business insights:  

• Lower cluster downtime with transparent RAID operations and transparent rebuild of failed 
media  

• Less storage needed with replication count of two 
• Robustness of HDFS via reliable NFS server based Metadata Protection 
• Performance for the next generation of DataNodes (SMP) and networks (10GbE)  
• Highly reliable and fully manageable BigInsights Hadoop Platform 
• Proven server, storage and networking hardware based on enterprise-grade designs, offering 

enterprise-grade performance, uptime, and support  
• Fully online serviceability  
• Industry-leading analytics tooling 
• Stable, scalable and supported production-ready code from the open source community 
• Business process accelerators (“Apps”) 
• Comprehensive set of analytical tools including leading edge text analytics, and spreadsheet-

style analysis tools 
• RDBMS, warehouse connectivity 
• Easier and simpler administration with a Web-based console, flexible job scheduler, LDAP 

authentication 
 

2 SOLUTION SUMMARY 
The combination of NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop and IBM BigInsights provides industry-
standard enterprise data protection through the NetApp Data ONTAP-based NFS storage and IBM 
InfoSphere BigInsights Management layer. 
 
The NetApp E-Series storage arrays provide storage services to DataNodes. The E2660 is not a 
shared-storage infrastructure as Hadoop is a shared-nothing programming paradigm. Each DataNode 
accesses its own dedicated set of 15 disks from the E2660 array. In Hadoop, the compute is brought 
to the data. The NetApp and BigInsights reference architecture described in Section 3 of this 
document acknowledges the shared-nothing nature of Hadoop by providing each DataNode with two 
dedicated RAID-protected volumes with enterprise-grade capabilities often found in a traditional 
storage area network (SAN) environment.  
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With support for the latest Intel Xeon processor technology, the IBM System x3630 M4 offers cost-
optimized performance and memory with better energy efficiency. The x3630 M4 provides a simpler, 
more affordable alternative to traditional enterprise offerings without sacrificing performance. 
 
The x3630 M4 offers added flexibility and an innovative design to help you more easily and cost 
effectively add new features as your requirements change. Depending on the model you select, these 
can include graphic card support, advanced RAID and light path diagnostics, hot-swap hard disk 
drives, rich remote-management capabilities and a shared or dedicated port for system management. 
Expandable PCIe slots and NIC ports let you pay for new capabilities as you need them. 

 

2.1 DATA PROTECTION AND JOB COMPLETION  
HDFS provides data protection and other benefits by implementing host-based, software triple 
mirroring. For every block of data loaded into HDFS, two copies are written to two other nodes in the 
cluster. This is a replication count of three, and it is the default or standard practice for most Hadoop 
deployments that use standard “just a bunch of disks” (JBOD) SATA DAS disks co-located in a 
DataNode. HDFS is one of the first file systems to implement a replication strategy on a file-by-file 
basis. This flexibility allows customers to adjust the protection level to suit particular datasets. 
 
HDFS replication provides data protection, job completion in the event of disk failure or DataNode 
failure, and load balancing. Replication for an entire cluster can be set by using a single parameter, 
dfs.replication, which has a default value of three. It can also be set for an individual file at the 
time of file creation, and existing files can be changed by using the hadoop fs –setrep command. 
The higher the HDFS replication count, the more copies of the data must be stored, but the more 
resilient and balanced the access is to that data. The limitation is the same found with all data-based 
(versus parity-based) protection schemes: storage utilization efficiency. When a customer deploys 
with the default replication count of three, for every 1PB of data loaded into a Hadoop cluster, another 
2PB must be copied across the network fabric to other nodes. High-replication-count files consume a 
lot of space and take a long time to ingest because 2PB of the 3PB must be written over the network. 
The NetApp E2660 storage platform offers a more efficient approach to significantly reduce the 
overhead of data protection, making HDFS more efficient and faster (certainly on loads).  
 
This is the single most important feature of NetApp’s solution: offloading some or even all of the data 
protection aspects of HDFS into enterprise-grade, industry-proven E-Series controllers. The second 
most important reason for having replicated copies is for job completion. If job tasks on a given 
DataNode fail for any reason, the JobTracker must reassign the failed tasks to other nodes in the 
cluster. Eventually the JobTracker may blacklist the node and the NameNode may recognize the node 
as being in a failed state. If task reassignment is not possible, then the MapReduce job cannot 
complete. 
 
It is important to understand that this risk window is open only during a MapReduce job. This job-
completion mechanism can function only if there are one or more copies of the data in the cluster. 
NetApp advises that customers can run safely with a replication count of two. The data is already 
protected by using RAID 5 on the E2660 logical volumes used for data storage 
 
There may be use cases where a replication count higher than two benefits MapReduce job 
performance, especially when multiple jobs that are using the same data run simultaneously. In that 
case, higher replication counts may offer greater parallelization of job tasks while leveraging HDFS 
data locality. Higher replication counts also enable the data scientist to better leverage the Hadoop 
“speculative execution” feature, which can help balance task execution across resources in a 
cluster. 
 
Speculative execution enables the JobTracker to assign instances of a relatively slow-running task to 
other TaskTracker nodes. In this scenario, when the first instance of the task finishes, the other 
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instance is killed and its results are discarded. This feature can benefit MapReduce performance in 
clusters where unused node resources exist, but it may actually be bad for performance in very busy 
clusters. Given all the pros and cons of various replication counts discussed earlier, with the NetApp 
Open Solution for Hadoop, a replication count of three is no longer a requirement for data protection. 
A setting of two is sufficient and represents a good balance between performance and data protection 
for a very large number of Hadoop use cases. As with all database and analytics systems, 
MapReduce jobs often benefit from tuning at both the system and job code levels. Replication count 
is one of many tuning parameters to consider.  
 
The combination of removing and reducing most (but not all) of the risk means that MapReduce jobs 
can run successfully at HDFS with a replication count of one. Keep in mind, however, that NetApp 
strongly recommends a base replication count of two. A replication count of one greatly increases the 
risk that a MapReduce job will fail and introduces a very small amount of risk that data could actually 
be lost. That risk should be carefully weighed against any perceived advantages of disabling 
replication. A replication count of one also greatly affects the ability of job tasks to leverage data 
locality, resulting in significantly higher network utilization, because more data blocks must be 
accessed over network fabric. 
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3 SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE 

3.1 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS  
The NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop and IBM BigInsights reference architecture is comprised of the 
following hardware and software components 

SERVERS 
IBM System x3630 M4 Servers  

• Support all Intel Xeon E5-2400 Series processors 
• Up to two 2.4GHz (6-core) or 2.3GHz (8-core) processors 
• Memory: 12 DIMMs (up to 192GB) Up to 1600Mhz 
• Hard Disks: 2 x 3.5" HS HDDs 
• Network: 2 x 1 Gbps Ethernet ports, 10 Gb Network port 
• LSI 9200-8e SAS HBA  
• SFF-8088 external mini-SAS cable (for maximum signal integrity, cable should not exceed 5m)  

STORAGE 
NetApp E-2660 Storage Subsystem: 
 

• 1 DE6600 4U chassis, with rail kit and power cords  
• 2 E2600 series controllers, each with four eSAS ports and 2GB memory per controller  
• (60) 2TB or 3TB, 7.2K-RPM, 3.5" near-line SAS disks  
• NetApp Engenio® Operating System (EOS CFW 10.80 or later release)  
• Base SANtricity® Storage Manager  
• Turbo feature enabled  

 
NetApp FAS 2240 NFS Storage System 
 

NETWORK 
• IBM BNT G8264-E 10Gb Enhanced Ethernet Switch 
• IBM BNT G8052 1-GbE Switch 

 

3.2 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS  
• IBM InfoSphere BigInsights Hadoop Software Suite 
• RedHat Enterprise Linux RHEL5.7 or above 

 

3.3 SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE DETAILS  
The NetApp storage and BigInsights reference design has two major hardware components. The 
FAS2240 provides enterprise-grade protection of the NameNode metadata, and the NetApp E2660 
storage array provides the data storage services to four Hadoop DataNodes.  
 
Each DataNode has its own dedicated, nonshared set of disks. This exactly follows the way in which 
Hadoop DataNodes configure capacity when these drives are physically co-located in the chassis. 
 
In practical terms, Linux is not able to distinguish between a set of logical unit numbers (LUNs) 
presented by the LSI 1068 controller chip on the HBA, and a set of disks presented by either an 
embedded SAS or a SATA controller. There is no logical difference. However, there are differences in 
performance and reliability. This set of disks is configured as two blocks, each using one of two parity-
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based protection schemes. Eight volume groups are configured in the E2660, and they are configured 
so that each DataNode sees only its set of two private blocks. This design is an improved alternative 
to packaging JBOD DAS media for four DataNodes, offering better performance, reliability, data 
availability and uptime, and manageability. 
 
Each block is a RAID-protected volume group that contains a single virtual logical volume, which can 
be created and exported to a given DataNode as a LUN. These LUNs appear as physical disks in 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL). They can be partitioned, and file systems can be created and 
mounted to store HDFS blocks. (HDFS blocks can be 64MB, 128MB, 256MB, or even 512MB in 
size.) 
 

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 
The network architecture of a Hadoop cluster is critical. With a default replication count of three, more 
than two-thirds of all I/O traffic must traverse the network during ingest, and perhaps a third of all 
MapReduce I/O during processing runs could originate from other nodes. The NetApp E2660 storage 
modules provide a level of performance that is significantly better than JBOD SATA. The E2660 offers 
a well-designed, enterprise-class performance platform based on four 6Gb/sec SAS ports, supported 
by proven caching and best-in-class hardware RAID. 
 
The solution uses two network backplanes. The core of this solution is the HDFS network which is a 
Gb network backplane served by very high performance IBM BNT /10/40Gb Switch Solution for Top 
of Rack switch. The other network is a Gb Ethernet network, which caters to the administration 
network and also connects the NameNode, JobTracker and the NetApp FAS storage systems. 
 
On the 10GbE network, all components should be configured for jumbo frames. This requirement also 
applies to the switch ports to which the components are connected. Any ports on the 10GbE switches 
that are configured for GbE connections (such as FAS2240 NFS and uplinks) should not have jumbo 
frames enabled. 
 
 
BigInsights Cluster Network 
  
• Data Network 

- Private interconnect between all BigInsights nodes 
- Uses its own VLAN and subnet 
- Primary purpose: Data ingest and movement within cluster 

 
• Admin Network 

- System administration network 
- Isolated VLAN and subnet 
- Primary purpose: Admin via ssh/rsh into cluster 

 
• Management Network 

- IBM Integrated Management Module 
- Isolated VLAN and subnet 
- Primary purpose: Hardware monitoring 

 

NETWORK SWITCH 

Designed with top performance in mind, the IBM BNT RackSwitch G8264 is ideal for today’s big data 
optimized workloads. They are enterprise-class and full-featured data-center switches that deliver line-
rate, high-bandwidth switching, filtering, and traffic queuing without delaying data. Large data-center 
grade buffers keep traffic moving. Redundant power and fans along with numerous high availability 
features equip the switches for business-sensitive traffic. The RackSwitch G8264 is ideal for latency-
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4.2 SOLUTION TESTING  
The pass/fail criteria for test cases 1-A, 1-B, and 2 were successful Hadoop MapReduce job 
completions with no Hadoop task failures. Because task failures are common in the Hadoop 
processing environment, Hadoop was designed to recover gracefully from transient task failures. 
Zero tolerance was chosen so that even failures that might look routine would not be dismissed 
without proper root cause analysis. 
 
The pass/fail criteria for test case 3 was to have a complete file system metadata recovery from 
the backup copy on the FAS2240 storage array, and to successfully bring the HDFS back online. 
 
Testing was divided into four test cases to verify that the objectives (described in section  4.1, 
“Solution  Objectives”) were met. 

TEST CASE 1 
This test case was used to initially verify that all solution components and related SAS and network 
interconnects were working according to the architectural design. It was also used to verify that all of 
the Hadoop software components were properly installed and configured. This test case was used 
as a baseline test to verify that Hadoop MapReduce jobs could be repeatedly run and rerun with 
consistent results. Baseline job timing was recorded.   

TEST CASE 2 
This test case was performed by running the same MapReduce jobs performed in test case one. 
For this test, a disk was failed in each E2660 Array, resulting in a total of three failed drives, one 
drive on each of three E2660 storage arrays. MapReduce job timing was recorded for comparison 
to those of the baseline runs. 

TEST CASE 3 
This test case was performed to demonstrate that it was possible to recover the Hadoop file system 
after the data corruption at the HDFS NameNode. The loss was simulated by halting the NameNode 
server while a TeraSort MapReduce job was running and deleting the metadata directory. An HDFS 
check was performed before and after the recovery efforts and compared to verify file system 
integrity. A complete TeraSort MapReduce job was rerun to demonstrate that the entire file system 
was intact and that results consistent with previous runs would be achieved. 
 

4.3 TEST ENVIRONMENT CONFIGURATIONS  
This section summarizes the configurations of the various components in the Hadoop solution, as tested. 

E-SERIES STORAGE ARRAYS 
 
Each of three E2660 storage arrays had the following configuration:  
• Vendor: NetApp E-Series model E2660   
• Enclosure: DE6600 with 5 drawers holding 12 disks each (60-disk total capacity)   
• Controllers: E2600 (quantity 2)   
• Array-to-host interface: 6GB/sec SAS 4-port, 1 per controller   
• Disk type: 2TB SAS dual-port enterprise drives (quantity 60)   
• Controller firmware: 07.77.19.00 (minimum requirement for solution)   
• Controller management: AMW version 10.77.G0.17 (minimum requirement for solution)   
• Required E2660 premium features:   

− High-performance tier   
− SANShare storage partitioning   
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Each E2660 storage array supports four Hadoop DataNode servers through a single SAS connection. 
 
Each array allocates eight volume groups (RAID sets). The supported RAID type is RAID 5. Each 
volume group is composed of seven disks. Two volume groups are assigned to each DataNode 
server.  
The remaining four disks in the array are designated as “hot spares” in case of disk failure. 
 
One volume is configured to use all available storage space in each volume group. Each volume is 
configured with a segment size of 512KB to maximize use of disk streaming I/O capabilities. Two 
volumes are mapped as LUNs to each of the Hadoop DataNode servers to which they are assigned. 
 
In this test environment, the seven-disk RAID 5 volume group yields a single LUN with 
approximately 10.913TB of usable storage. Two LUNs per node give each server about 
21.826TB of storage space. 
 
Table 1) E2660 storage configuration parameters  

Storage Recommended Default Description
Parameter Setting Setting  

    

Cache block 
size 

32KB 4KB Block size for E2660 read/write cache. 32KB is the largest size
available and was chosen to optimize I/O performance for the 
large block I/O generated by HDFS. This parameter is set for 
the entire E2660 array.

 

Read cache Enabled Enabled Enables caching of prefetch data blocks to improve read 
performance. Read cache is set for each individual volume. 

Write cache Enabled Enabled Enables caching of writes, thereby improving write 
performance. Write cache is set for each individual volume. 

 

Write cache 
without 
batteries 

Disabled Disabled By default, batteries provide backup power to cache memory to 
avoid data loss during a power outage. This parameter is set at 
the volume level. 

 

Write cache 
with mirroring 

Disabled Enabled Maintains cache consistency between controllers to enable 
controller failover, but results in less available write cache and 
increased operational overhead. The NetApp Open Solution for 
Hadoop does not use the controller failover capability, so this 
capability is disabled. It is enabled or disabled on a per-volume
basis.  

Dynamic 
cache 
read prefetch 

Enabled Enabled Provides dynamic, intelligent read-ahead for 
improved read performance. Enabled at the volume 
level. 

 

Volume 
segment size 

512KB 128KB The amount of I/O written to a single disk drive before moving 
to the next drive in a RAID array. The largest segment size 
available was chosen to optimize data layout for the large block 
I/O generated by HDFS. The segment size is set for each 
individual volume. 
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LINUX KERNEL AND DEVICE TUNING 
 
For our tests we used the /etc/sysctl.conf settings described in  Table 3. 
 
Table 3) Linux /etc/sysctl.conf settings used in tests  

 

Parameter 
  

Actual Setting /
  

Description
  

   
 

    Default Value  
 

         

 net.ipv4.ip_forward  0 / 0 Controls IP packet forwarding. 
 

       

 net.ipv4.conf.default.rp_filter  1 / 0 Controls source route verification. 
 

       

 net.ipv4.conf.default.accept_  0 / 1 Does not accept source routing. 
 

 source_route     
 

       

 kernel.sysrq  0 / 1 Controls the system request debugging
 

     functionality of the kernel. 
 

       

 kernel.core_uses_pid  1 / 0 Controls whether core dumps append the PID
 

     to the core file name. Useful for debugging
 

     multithreaded applications. 
 

       

 kernel.msgmnb  65536 / 16384 Controls the maximum size of a message, in
 

     bytes.
 

       

 kernel.msgmax  65536 / 8192 Controls the default maximum size of a
 

     message queue.
 

       

 kernel.shmmax  68719476736 / Controls the maximum shared segment size,
 

   33554432 in bytes.
 

       

 kernel.shmall  4294967296 / Controls the maximum number of shared
 

   2097512 memory segments, in pages. 
 

         

 net.core.rmem_default  262144 / 129024 Sets the default OS receive buffer size.
 

       

 net.core.rmem_max  16777216 / 131071 Sets the max OS receive buffer size.
 

       

 net.core.wmem_default  262144 / 129024 Sets the default OS send buffer size.
 

       

 net.core.wmem_max  16777216 / 131071 Sets the max OS send buffer size. 
 

       

 net.core.somaxconn  1000 / 128 Maximum number of sockets the kernel can
 

     serve at one time. Set on NameNode,
 

     secondary NameNode, and JobTracker.
 

       

 fs.file-max  6815744 / 4847448 Sets the total number of file descriptors.
 

       

 net.ipv4.tcp_timestamps  0 / 1 Turns off the TCP time stamps. 
 

       

 net.ipv4.tcp_sack  1 / 1 Turns on select ACK for TCP. 
 

       

 net.ipv4.tcp_window_scaling  1 / 1 Turns on the TCP window scaling. 
 

       

 kernel.shmmni  4096 / 4096 Sets the maximum number of shared memory
 

     segments.
 

       

 kernel.sem  250 32000 100 128 / Sets the maximum number and size of
 

   250 32000 32 128 semaphore sets that can be allocated.
 

       

 fs.aio-max-nr  1048576 / 65536 Sets the maximum number of concurrent I/O
 

     requests.
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The core-site.xml configuration file contains core configuration information used by all 
components in the Hadoop cluster.  Table 5 below lists the core-site.xml parameter settings used 
in our test environment. 
 
Table 5) Hadoop core-site.xml parameter settings used in test  

 

Option Name 
  

Actual Setting /
   

Purpose
  

   
 

    Default Value  
 

          

 fs.default.name   hdfs:// 10.61.189.64:8020/ Name of the default file system specified as a
 

    [Default Value: file:///]] URL (IP address or hostname of the 
 

       NameNode along with the port to be used).
 

         

 webinterface.private.actions   true / false Enables or disables certain management 
functions in the Hadoop Web user interface, 
including the ability to kill jobs and modify job 
priorities.

 

     
 

     
 

     
 

        

 fs.inmemory.size.mb  200 / 100 Memory in MB to be used for merging map
 

     outputs during the reduce phase. 
 

        

 io.file.buffer.size  262144 / 4096 Size in bytes of the read/write buffer.
 

        
 

 topology.script.file.name   /etc/hadoop/conf/topology_ Script used to resolve the slave nodes’ name
 

    script or IP address to a rack ID. Used to invoke
 

    [Default value is null] Hadoop rack awareness. The default value of
 

       null results in all slaves being given a rack ID of
 

     /default-rack.
 

       
 

 topology.script.number.args  1 / 100 Sets the maximum acceptable number of
 

     arguments to be sent to the topology script at
 

     one time.
 

         

 hadoop.tmp.dir   /home/hdfs/tmp Hadoop temporary directory storage.
 

    [Default value:  
 

    /tmp/hadoop-${user.name}]   
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Parameters used to configure HDFS are contained in the hdfs-site.xml file.  Table 6 below shows 
the settings used in testing the NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop. 
 
Table 6) Hdfs-site.xml parameter settings used in test  
 
Option Name   Actual Setting /

Purpose  

   
Default Value

   
 

        
 

      Path on the local file system where the
 

      NameNode stores the namespace and
 

      transaction logs persistently. 
 

    
/local/hdfs/namedir,/mnt/fsimag

 If this is a comma-delimited list of directories (as
 

      used in this configuration), then the name table  

    

e_bkp    

 dfs.name.dir    is replicated in all of the directories for  

      

  [Default value:   redundancy.  

      
 

    ${hadoop.tmp.dir}/dfs/name]   Note: Directory /mnt/fsimage_bkp is a location  

       
 

      on NFS-mounted NetApp FAS storage where
 

      NameNode metadata is mirrored and protected,
 

      a key feature of our Hadoop solution. 
 

         
 

    /etc/hadoop-  
Specifies a list of machines authorized to join  

 dfs.hosts  0.20/conf/dfs_hosts   
 

    the Hadoop cluster as a DataNode.  

    [Default value is null]   
 

        
 

         

    /disk1/data,/disk2/data Directory path locations on the DataNode local
 

 dfs.data.dir  [Default value:  file systems where HDFS data blocks are
 

    ${hadoop.tmp.dir}/dfs/data]   stored.
 

          

    /home/hdfs/namesecondary1    
 

 
fs.checkpoint.dir  [Default value:  Path to the location where checkpoint images

 

  ${hadoop.tmp.dir}/dfs/namesec   are stored (used by the secondary NameNode).  

       

    ondary]     
 

         

 dfs.replication 2 / 3 HDFS block replication count. Hadoop default is
 

   3. We use 2 in the NetApp Hadoop solution.  

       
 

          

 dfs.block.size  134217728 (128MB) /  HDFS data storage block size in bytes.  

 67108864   
 

       
 

         

 dfs.namenode.handler. 128 / 10  Number of server threads for the NameNode.  

 count   
 

       
 

         

 dfs.datanode.handler.c 64 / 3  Number of server threads for the DataNode  

 ount   
 

       
 

         

 dfs.max-repl-streams 8 / 2  Maximum number of replications a DataNode is
 

   allowed to handle at one time.  

       
 

        

 dfs.datanode.max.xcie 4096 / 256  Maximum number of files a DataNode can
 

 vers   serve at one time.  
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Table 7 below lists the mapred-site.xml settings used in our test environment. The parameters 
defined in the mapred-site.xml file are used to control MapReduce processing and to configure 
the JobTracker and TaskTrackers. 
 
Table 7) Mapred-site.xml parameters used in testing the NetApp Open Solution for Hadoop  
 
Option Name   Actual Setting / Purpose  

   
Default Value

   
 

        
 

 mapred.job.tracker 10.61.189.66:9001 JobTracker address as a URI (JobTracker IP
 

  [Default value: local]   address or hostname with port number).  

      
 

          

    /disk1/mapred/local,/    
 

    disk2/mapred/local   
Comma-separated list of the local file system where  

 mapred.local.dir  [Default value:   
 

    temporary MapReduce data is written.  

    ${hadoop.tmp.dir}/ma    

        
 

    pred/local     
 

          

    /etc/hadoop-    
 

 mapred.hosts  0.20/conf/mapred.ho  Specifies the file that contains the list of nodes
 

  sts   allowed to join the Hadoop cluster as TaskTrackers.  

      
 

    [Default value is null]    
 

          

    /mapred/system    
 

 mapred.system.dir  [Default value:  Path in HDFS where the MapReduce framework
 

  ${hadoop.tmp.dir}/ma   stores control files.  

      
 

    pred/system]     
 

         

 mapred.reduce.    Enables the JobTracker to detect slow-running
 

     reduce tasks, assign them to run in parallel on other  

 tasks.speculative.  false / true   
 

    nodes, use the first available results, and then kill  

 execution     
 

     the slower-running reduce tasks.  

       
 

         

      Enables the JobTracker to detect slow-running map
 

 mapred.map.tasks.  false / true  tasks, assign them to run in parallel on other nodes,
 

 speculative.execution    use the first available results, and then kill the slower  

     
 

       running map tasks.
 

        

 mapred.tasktracker. 5 / 2 Maximum number of reduce tasks that can be run
 

 reduce.tasks.maximum   simultaneously on a single TaskTracker node.  

     
 

       
 

 mapred.tasktracker.map. 7 / 2  Maximum number of map tasks that can be run
 

 tasks.maximum   simultaneously on a single TaskTracker node.  

     
 

         

    -Xmx1024m / -  Java options passed to the TaskTracker child
 

 mapred.child.java.opts    processes (in this case, 2GB defined for heap  

  Xmx200m   
 

      memory used by each individual JVM).  

       
 

         

      Total amount of buffer memory allocated to each
 

 io.sort.mb 340 / 100  merge stream while sorting files on the mapper, in
 

       MB.
 

          

    org.apache.hadoop.    
 

    mapred.FairSchedule    
 

 
mapred.jobtracker.  r   

JobTracker task scheduler to use (in this case, use  

  [Default value:   
 

 taskScheduler    the FairScheduler).  

  org.apache.hadoop.    

        
 

    mapred.JobQueueTa     
 

    skScheduler]    
 

         

 io.sort.factor 100 / 10  Number of streams to merge at once while sorting
 

   files.  

       
 

        

 mapred.output.compress  false / false  Enables/disables output file compression. 
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Option Name   Actual Setting /

Purpose  

   
Default Value

   
 

        
 

 mapred.compress.map.  false / false  Enables/disables map output compression.  

 output    
 

       
 

         

 mapred.output.compression  block / record  Sets output compression type.  

 .type    
 

       
 

         

 mapred.reduce.slowstart.    Fraction of the number of map tasks that should be
 

 0.05 / 0.05   complete before reducers are scheduled for the  

 completed.maps   
 

     MapReduce job.  

       
 

          

    40 for 8 DataNodes    
 

    80 for 16 DataNodes  
Total number of reduce tasks to be used by the  

 mapred.reduce.tasks  120 for 24   
 

    entire cluster per job.  

    DataNodes    

        
 

    [Default value: 1]    
 

          

    56 for 8 DataNodes    
 

    112 for 16    
 

 mapred.map.tasks  DataNodes  Total number of map tasks to be used by the entire
 

  168 for 24   cluster per job.  

      
 

    DataNodes     
 

    [Default value: 2]    
 

        

 mapred.reduce.parallel. 64 / 5 Number of parallel threads used by reduces tasks to
 

 copies   fetch outputs from map tasks.  

     
 

        
 

 mapred.compress.map.  false / false  Enables/disables map output compression.  

 output    
 

       
 

         

 mapred.inmem.merge.   Number of map outputs in the reduce TaskTracker
 

 0 / 1000   memory at which map data is merged and spilled to  

 threshold   
 

     disk.  

       
 

        

 mapred.job.reduce. 1 / 0 Percent usage of the map outputs buffer at which
 

 input.buffer.percent   the map output data is merged and spilled to disk.  

     
 

       
 

 mapred.job.tracker. 128 / 10 Number of JobTracker server threads for handling
 

 handler.count   RPCs from the task trackers.  

     
 

        

 tasktracker.http. 60 / 40  Number of TaskTracker worker threads for fetching
 

 threads   intermediate map outputs for reducers.  

     
 

         

 mapred.job.reuse.jvm.    Maximum number of tasks that can be run in a
 

 - 1/1   single JVM for a job. A value of -1 sets the number  

 num.tasks   
 

     to unlimited.  

       
 

         

 mapred.jobtracker.restart.re  true / false Enables job recovery after restart.  

 cover    
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4.5 Test Software Inventory  
 
Table 8 below summarizes the software used by our Hadoop solution and additional tools used for 
monitoring. 
 
Table 8) Test software inventory  
 Software or Application Version  

 

 IBM InfoSphere BigInsights Software  Version 2.0  
 

   
 

    
 

      

 Hadoop test tools TeraGen, & TeraSort  Part of IBM InfoSphere BigInsights  
 

      

 Java® 1.6.0_30  
 

 SANtricity client for Windows® 10.80.G4.51  
 

 
 
4.6 Solution Test Results  
 
Table 9 below lists the final test results for each test case described in the appendix. 
 
Table 9) Solution test results  

Test Case ID Test Case Name Duration Pass/Fail (P/F)
1 Tuning run Multiple runs over 3 days P 

    

2 Full functionality with fault injection 3 iterations P 
    

3 NameNode metadata recovery 1 iteration P 
    

 

5 CONCLUSION 
 
The NetApp reference architecture for IBM BigInsights reference architecture is optimized for node-
storage balance, reliability, performance, and storage capacity and density. Organizations that use 
Hadoop often use traditional server-based storage with inefficient, hard-to-scale, internal direct-access 
storage (DAS). The NetApp IBM BigInsights reference design employs the managed DAS model, with 
higher scalability and lower TCO. The lower cost comes from choosing the number of clusters and 
storage you want and not spending money for features you don’t need. It also comes from 
nonproprietary lower-cost options and by decoupling compute nodes from storage, preventing 
unnecessary purchases of compute nodes for storage-intensive workloads. 
 
IBM’s depth and breadth of expertise spans a wide range of enterprise software, hardware, and 
services, enabling firms who partner with IBM to approach their big data projects with confidence and 
clarity. To learn more about what IBM can do for you, visit http://www.ibm.com/bigdata today. To dig 
into the details of BigInsights and connect with its community, visit 
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/wiki/biginsights. 
 
To learn about NetApp’s big data solutions, visit http://www.netapp.com/big data and to find out more 
about NetApp’s Hadoop solutions, please visit http://www.netapp.com/hadoop. 
  

http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/wiki/biginsights
http://www.netapp.com/big data
http://www.netapp.com/hadoop
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Appendixes: Test Case Details 
 
Table 10) Test case 1-A: initial tuning  
          

 Test Case ID  Test Type Execution Type  Duration
 

          

 1-A  Initial Manual   Multiple runs, one day total 
 

         

 Description   Prerequisites
 

      

 Runs short (5—10 minutes) TeraGen and TeraSort HDFS components have been started. 
 

 jobs to aid in initial component validation and     
 

 configuration tuning.      
 

      

 Setup Procedures  Execution Procedures
 

       

 1. Remove any previous data artifacts from the  1. Use included Apache TeraGen and 
 

 HDFS file system. Do this before each run.  TeraSort. Start from the JobTracker node.  
 

      

     
 

 Expected Results  Notes
 

       

 TeraGen and TeraSort jobs complete without error.  1. Use integrated Web/UI tools to monitor
 

      Hadoop tasks and file system. 
 

       
 

       
 

        

Table 11) Test case 1-B: full functionality (baseline)    
 

        

 Test Case ID  Test Type Execution Type  Duration
 

          

 1-B  Full function Automated   Multiple runs, one day total 
 

         

 Description   Prerequisites
 

      

 Runs a TeraGen job with duration greater than 10 •HDFS components have been started. 
 

 minutes to generate a substantial dataset. •Test case 1-A has been completed successfully.  
 

       

 Runs a TeraSort job on the previously created     
 

 dataset.       
 

      

 Setup Procedures  Execution Procedures
 

       

 1. Remove any previous HDFS artifacts before  1. Use included TeraGen and 
 

 each run.    TeraSort. Start from the JobTracker node.  
 

      2. Use the same TeraGen and TeraSort
 

      parameters during all iterations.  
 

      

 Expected Results  Notes
 

      

 • Proper output from TeraSort reduce stage. 1. Use integrated Web/UI tools to monitor Hadoop
 

 • No tasks on individual task nodes (DataNodes)  tasks and file system.  
 

      

 fail.    
 

 • File system (HDFS) has maintained integrity and is    
 

 not corrupted.       
 

 • All test environment components are still running.    
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Table 12) Test case 2: full functionality with fault injection  
Test Case ID  Test Type  Execution Type  Duration

 

             
 

2   Full functional with  Manual    Multiple runs, one day total  

  fault injection        
 

            
 

         
 

Description   Prerequisites
 

             
 

Runs a TeraGen job with duration greater than 10    
 

minutes to generate a substantial dataset.  • HDFS components started.  
 

Runs a TeraSort job on the previously created • Test case 1-B has been completed successfully.
 

dataset.         
 

       
 

Setup Procedures   Execution Procedures
 

             
 

      1. Use included Apache TeraGen and TeraSort.
 

1. Remove any previous HDFS artifacts prior to
  Start from the JobTracker node.  

 

 2. Use the same TeraGen and TeraSort  
 

 each run.      
 

      parameters during all iterations.   

2. Make sure that all components are restored to    
 

 3. After Terasort has been running for  
 

 a non-faulted condition.      
 

      approximately halfway minutes, fault a disk in 
each of four controllers on the three E-Series 
arrays.

  

          
 

           
 

       
 

Expected Results   Notes
 

        
 

1. Proper output from the TeraSort Reduce stage.
1. Use integrated Web/UI tools to monitor  

2. No tasks on individual task nodes (DataNodes)   
 

  Hadoop tasks and file system.  
 

 fail.        

     2. Use Ganglia to monitor Linux server in  
 

3. File system (HDFS) has maintained integrity   
 

  general.  
 

 and is not corrupted.        
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Table 13) Test case 3: NameNode metadata recovery  
 Test Case ID Test Type  Execution Type  Duration

 

           
 

3  Recovery  Manual    2 days
 

         
 

 Description   Prerequisites
 

           
 

 
Tests failure of Hadoop NameNode, corrupt the 
metadata and the  Previous test cases (1-A, 1-B, and 2) have been

 

 Procedures to recover.    Completed, and all are all successful.  
 

       
 

 Setup Procedures   Execution Procedures
 

           
 

1. Repeat test 1-B. 

2. Note the total reduce input record could 
from the TeraSort job. 

3. Run hadoop fsck / command and note 
the following: 
* Healthy status of NDFS 
* Number of files 
* Total size of the file system 
* Corrupt blocks 

1 Repeat the TeraSort job. 
2 While it is running, halt the NameNode to 

simulate loss of HDFS metadata. 
3  Delete the metadata-directory  
4 Shut down all Hadoop daemons on all 

servers in the cluster. 
5 Bring up the namenode again and make 

sure the HDFS services fail due to 
unavailability of metadata 

 
1. Rebuild the master namenode. Modify the 

hdfs.site.xml file to mount the NFS 
based backup image of fsimage and 
secondary location. 

2. Start the NameNode daemon on the 
NameNode server. 

3. Restart the whole cluster using start-all.sh 
script. 

4. From any node in the cluster, use the 
hadoop dfs –ls command to verify that 
the data file created by TeraGen exists. 

5. Check the total amount of HDFS storage 
used. 

6. Run hadoop fsck / command to 
compareto results recorded before the 
NameNode was halted. 

7. Run TeraSort against the file originally 
generated by TeraGen and monitor for error-
free completion.

Expected Results Notes
   

Output from the TeraSort should match the original
output from test case 1-B. 1. Use integrated Web/UI tools to monitor 

Hadoop tasks and file system. 
2. Use Ganglia to monitor Linux server in 

general. 
   

 

 


